
Ready to turn your big idea into a reality and produce digital
products that encourage people to do things differently.
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TECHVOOT SOLUTIONS is a web, and mobile application development company that

delivers high-quality design and development services. We serve our client's needs 

using the latest and updated technologies to get the best results.

About
Company

Top-notch digital business solution provider.

Established in the year 2018.

Custom-based qualitative web service.

Deliver elegant and authoritative solutions.

Offers Web Development | Web Design | Mobile Application Development
& Custom Software Development Services.

We take your vision and make 
it a reality with our innovative
software technology.

Our Mission

To enhance business with creative design & 
development, to deliver high-quality, market 
defining solutions.

Our Vision

Develop and grow as a significant IT service
provider with quality work in web and software 
development solutions.

Our Value

We value integrity, constructive self-criticism, 
openness, personal excellence, honesty,
incessant self-improvement, & respect. We 
believe to serve the quality service to our clients.

Our Process

We believe in serving clients at the proper time 
using a structured planned and strategy to 
implement it with a motivated workforce.



Our
Services
Our team of skilled professionals brings years of industry experience to every project, 
ensuring top-notch results that exceed your expectations.

Additional
Service

Branding
Branding is not just a logo, it's the emotional 
and psychological relationship a customer 
has with your company. A strong brand 
identity can help businesses stand out from 
the competition.

Consulting
Techvoot Solutions can help you with your IT 
strategy, planning, and implementation. 
Efficiently plan and execute technology 
initiatives that align with your business 
objectives.

Technology
Innovation is not just about technology, it's 
about using technology to solve problems in 
a creative way. New technologies can be 
used to create innovative marketing and 
branding solutions.

Creative Marketing
Marketing is not just about selling, it's about 
telling a story that sales.. A well-crafted 
marketing campaign can capture attention 
and drive results.

E-commerce is the future of retail. If you're not 
selling online, you're missing out.

UI/UX Development
Techvoot has always aimed to offer its 
clients solutions that are easy to use, 
clear, expandable, and intuitive. We are a 
top UI/UX design firm that considers 
everything that has an impact on the end 
user to be a part of the design process.

Dedicated Development Team
A common partnership model in software 
development for remote client 
collaboration is a dedicated development 
team. For both existing businesses and 
developing startups, hiring a specialized 
development team is the ideal option.

Mobile App Development
To give mobile customers a neverending 
experience when using your mobile app, 
Techvoot Solutions is one of the top 
businesses in the production of creative, 
user-friendly, and business focused 
mobile apps.

Web Development
Techvoot Solutions provides end to end 
web development solutions by 
strategically merging sophisticated 
project development processes with 
thorough project management tools and 
domain expertise. This improves control 
and visibility over your web development 
project.

Custom Software Development
As a top provider of custom software 
development, Techvoot Solutions creates 
software specifically for our client’s needs 
in order to assist them to gain strategic 
advantages. We provide a wide variety of 
specialized apps to meet various 
operational needs, maintain target 
audiences' attention, attract more clients, 
and boost revenue.



Why
Choose Techvoot?
Your satisfaction is our top priority. We listen closely to your requirements and 
collaborate closely to bring your vision to life.

01 Dedicated assets
To finish your development, we provide 
committed resources on an hourly or 
project-based basis, ensuring 
personalized attention to your project's 
requirements. Our dedicated team 
members are available round-the-clock 
to support you, ensuring a smooth 
development process.

03 Experienced Team
You'll receive from us a highly skilled 
individual with round-the-clock help, 
offering expertise and support whenever 
you need it. Our experienced team is 
equipped to handle complex challenges, 
delivering high-quality solutions that 
exceed your expectations.

06 Internal Emphasis
While managing your project, we put our 
attention on internal operations to 
produce reliable solutions that meet 
your needs, ensuring a seamless and 
efficient development process. Our focus 
on internal operations allows us to 
maintain a high level of quality control 
and deliver exceptional results 
consistently.

02 Project Update
We often give project updates with 
information on what is happening right 
now on the staging server, keeping you 
informed about the latest developments 
and progress. Our regular 
communication ensures transparency 
and collaboration throughout the 
project lifecycle.

04
Code and Crunch
We create code that is challenging to 
brute force with a lot of data, prioritizing 
security and robustness in our 
development process. by employing 
cutting-edge techniques, we ensure 
your data remains safe and protected 
from potential threats.

05 QA and Testing
Our development process includes 
quality assurance and testing 
procedures to ensure the delivery of 
bug-free and reliable solutions. We 
conduct comprehensive testing at each 
stage of development.

In a world where fingertips unlock endless 
possiblities, we craft apps that redefine 
convenience and innovation.

Project
Case Study
Dive into the journey of Techvoot Solutions, Learn how we overcame unique
challenges and delivered outstanding solutions that exceeded expectations.

VersED

VersED is a state-of-the-art platform that 
allows students to seek private tutors for virtual 
and/or physical tuition to meet the educational 
demands of the 21st century.

Just Read

Just Read is a news aggregator that lets you 
read regional news articles. You can follow 
channels, categories, or interests to get notified 
of new articles. Just Read that lets you read, 
save, or contribute articles anonymously.

Infosnap

Infosnap is a collaborative app that helps 
teams stay organized and productive. It lets 
you share photos, videos, and forms, and even 
work offline. Infosnap eliminates tedious tasks 
so you can focus on your work.

SCHEDFAST

Accelerate your company's process 
dramatically using SchedFAST, a unique online 
scheduling and billing system, to grow your 
business. By enabling clients to book their own.



In order to develop and integrate web-enabled applications and services, we 
provide:

What Are
We Doing?

Key
Elements

Our goal is to understand your needs and Requirement.

Testing on multiple levels: We thoroughly test our solutions.

Utilizing the latest technology: We stay on top of things.

We manage projects in accordance with international standards.

Our domain expertise will help you achieve your goals.

Our team of experienced and 
skilled developers who are 
passionate about creating 
innovative and user-friendly 
solutions.

01
To ensure that our clients are 
always aware of our progress, we 
are dedicated to delivering our 
projects on time and within 
budget.

02

We are not afraid to take on 
challenges and we are always 
looking for new ways to improve 
our solutions.

03
Committed to providing our 
clients with the highest quality 
Web and Mobile development 
services.

04

Unlocking boundless digital potential through 
mesmerizing web design, e-commerce expertise, 
and transformative mobile apps.

Our Development
Process
Through a well-structured development process, we transform ideas into
exceptional digital solutions.

Understanding users' needs and expectations 
to build a user-centric solution.

Requirement Gathering

Crafting an intuitive and visually 
appealing product with seamless 

functionality.

Design & Development

Ensuring quality and reliability through 
rigorous testing and bug fixing.

Quality Assurance

Launching the product to the world 
with a splash of excitement and 

anticipation.

Deployment
Providing ongoing assistance and 

updates to keep the product 
thriving.

Maintenance & Support

Sparking innovation and creativity to 
solve real-world problems.

Idea

In a world driven by digital transformation, we 
create web and mobile experiences that set new 
standards for excellence and user satisfaction.



Our
Happy Clients

Techvoot's meticulous approach and 
attention to detail were crucial in the 
success of the SchedFAST project. I 
recommend them to companies 
worldwide.

Owner
Tim Sherlock

Kevin and his team are great development 
team and customer support. They have 
good technical skills and guide through 
out the project still end. Highly 
recommended Kevin and his team.

Founder
Azhar Kajee

Techvoot's quick response, accuracy, and 
deep software understanding have been 
a pleasure to work with. Their valuable 
suggestions significantly improved our 
offering.

COO
Jared Strasser

Techvoot's reliability, timely task 
completion, and flexibility have been 
outstanding. They are transparent, 
trustworthy, and highly recommended for 
any project.

CTO
Duane Pressley

Industry
We Serve

Your growth, our priority - we architect 
e-commerce solutions that ignite your online 
sales journey.



Technology

IND  +91 90333 61683

hello@techvoot.com

318, Iscon Emporio, Jodhpur Cross Rd,
beside Star Bazaar, Satellite, Ahmedabad,
Gujarat. 380015

GET IN TOUCH

Game

Backend

Frameworks

Frontend

Mobile Application

E-commerce


